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a b s t r a c t

Perovskite La2/3-xLi3xTiO3 is a typical solid-state electrolyte for all-solid-state lithium-ion batteries. The
material system has been intensively studied because of its high bulk ionic conductivity and great efforts
have been devoted to explore the structure-property relationship and further enhancement of the
property through structural modification. However, the microstructure and its critical role in the ionic
conductivity of La2/3-xLi3xTiO3 remain scarce in the literature. In this work, based on an in-depth study via
aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy and first-principles calculation, we
report the formation of intrinsic layered defects which act as Li-ion-blocking layers. By forming enclosed
loops scaled from nanometers to micrometers, the layered defects are found to occur uniformly at
domain boundaries. The results provide insights into the influence of these layered defects on Li-ion
transport, as well as their formation mechanism as a result of phase transition at high sintering tem-
peratures, paving the way to develop novel perovskite solid-state electrolytes via microstructure
engineering.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction promising oxide SSEs for all-solid-state batteries, which show the
Lithium-ion batteries have been widely used in portable elec-
tronic devices and electric vehicles [1e3]. Conventional lithium-ion
batteries containing flammable organic liquid electrolytes give rise
to serious safety problems. All-solid-state batteries based on non-
flammable inorganic solid-state electrolytes (SSEs) are expected
to greatly improve the safety performance, offering high chemical
and thermal stability, absence of leakage, and high resistance to
shocks and vibrations [4e6]. Among the potential SSE materials,
sulfide-based SSEs show high Li-ion conductivity, which is com-
parable with liquid electrolytes. However, sulfide-based SSEs usu-
ally suffer from electrochemical and chemical stable problems
during long-term cycling [2,3]. Oxide SSEs have attracted consid-
erable attention because these materials show high stability for
high voltage battery applications and are relatively stable in air
than sulfide SSEs. Perovskite La2/3-xLi3xTiO3 (LLTO) is one of the
gwg@hpstar.ac.cn (W. Yang),
highest bulk Li-ion conductivity compared with other oxide SSEs
such as Li7La3Zr2O12 and Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 [2e4].

Depending on the Li content, LLTO exhibits either a tetragonal
(x � 0.1) or an orthorhombic (x < 0.1) structure at ambient
temperature [7e11]. In common, the two phases have a layered
structure consisting of alternate stacking of La-rich and La-poor
(001) atom planes along the c-axis [12e14]. Whereas at a high
temperature ( > 1,200

�
C), LLTO shows a cubic crystal symmetry

with a space group of Pm3m [15e17]. Although LLTO shows a high
bulk ionic conductivity of more than 1 � 10�3 S cm�1 at ambient
temperature [8], the overall ionic conductivity is relatively low,
ranging between 10�4 and 10�5 S cm�1, which has been an
obstacle to its application [18,19]. Based on electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements [8,20], reasons for
the low overall conductivity were ascribed to the boundaries and
interfaces. Recently, Gao et al. [21] uncovered that crystalline
LLTO contains large numbers of 90�-rotation domain boundaries
(DBs) and a much less common antiphase-type boundary (APB).
It was found that 90� DBs are subject to considerable lattice strain
and significant segregation of La atoms, which serve to block
lithium migration [21]. In particular, first-principles calculations
further suggested that the bulk ionic conductivity of LLTO could
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Fig. 1. The morphology of enclosed loops in LLTO. (a) BF and (b) LAADF images show the two types of enclosed loops, irregular and rectangle separate, indicated as red I and R,
respectively. The enlarged high-resolution (c) BF and (d) LAADF images of the white-labeled rectangle region in (a). The inset in (d) is the corresponding Fast Fourier Transfer (FFT)
pattern of (d). 90� DBs marked as a yellow dashed line. An antiphase DB is marked as a dashed white curve, and the two opposing arrows show the lattice glide of 1/2[001]p
between two domains. The scale bars in (a) (b) and (c) (d) are 50 nm and 5 nm, respectively. LAADF, low-angle annular dark field; DB, domain boundary; LLTO, La2/3-xLi3xTiO3.
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be up to three orders of magnitude higher without these 90� DBs
[22]. Zhu et al. [23] reported that a termed ‘single-atom-layer-
trap’ forms enclosed loops, and thus the enclosed volumes could
not participate in the overall ionic transport, degrading the total
conductivity. These recent works enable novel insights into the
varied microstructures, which affect significantly the Li-ion con-
duction in LLTO. In other words, engineering intrinsic micro-
structures (DBs, lattice defects) could be one effective way to
improve further the ionic conductivity of LLTO. Nevertheless,
knowledge for the formation of the intrinsically existed defects,
e.g. dislocations, stacking faults, and DBs, remains scarce in the
literature.

In this work, we use the advanced aberration-corrected scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) techniques and
first-principles calculations to explore the structure and formation
mechanism of intrinsic lattice defects in crystalline LLTO and
illustrate their influence on the ionic conductivity property in this
material. For the first time, we propose a phase transition induced
kinetic process to depict the domain growth and its relation to the
formation of the layered defects at DBs.

2. Results and discussion

The LLTO ceramic samples used in this work were synthesized
by solid-state reaction [21,23]. The composition was examined by
the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy, showing a
molar ratio of Li: La: Ti, that is nearly identical to the nominal
2

stoichiometry 0.33: 0.56: 1. The diameter and thickness of the
ceramic pellets were 10.2mm and 1.1mm, respectively. The relative
density was calculated at 94.5%. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image indicated that the grain size was about 1e5 mm
(Fig. S1). XRD analysis (Fig. S2) suggested that the obtained ceramic
has tetragonal crystal symmetry, in consistence with previous re-
sults [24,25]. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measure-
ment indicated that the bulk, grain boundary, and overall ionic
conductivity were 1.05 � 10�3 S cm�1, 3.44 � 10�5 S cm�1, and
3.33 � 10�5 S cm�1, respectively (Fig. S3).

Fig. 1 shows the enclosed loops and DBs images of the LLTO
sample along the [100]p direction (the subscript p refers to the
primitive perovskite unit cell). Fig. 1a shows the low magnification
ABF image of the two types of enclosed loops, frequently observed
irregular enclosed loop (hereafter named I loop) and much less
common separate rectangle enclosed loop (hereafter named R
loop). The loops regions with brighter contrast in the low-angle
annular dark field (LAADF) image are displayed in Fig. 1b. The
LAADF contrast is sensitive to any lattice distortion that leads to
increased thermal diffuse scattering of transmitted electrons [26];
therefore, the brighter contrast of these loops than that of bulk
indicates the existence of severe lattice distortion in LLTO. Weak-
beam dark-field TEM images (Fig. S4) reveal that these loops are
consist of 90�-oriented stacking faults. Fig. 1c and d show the
enlarged atomic-resolved ABF and LAADF images of the R loop and I
loop, and the stacking fault layers are either perpendicular or par-
allel to the (001)p plane.



Fig. 2. Atom structure analysis of the stacking fault. (a) HAADF and (b) corresponding
integrated intensity profile along the horizontal direction. The La-rich and La-poor
layer orientation were indicated by solid and empty arrows. Red circles indicated the
La-rich columns located at the La-poor layers caused by the neighboring defect layer.
(c) Atomic resolution HAADF image and corresponding element distribution roughly
revealed by EELS mapping. EELS spectra of (d) La-M and (e) Ti-L were taken from the
three zones in (c). HAADF, high-angle annular dark field; EELS, electron energy loss
spectroscopy.

Fig. 3. First-principles calculation of Li-ion transport through the stacking fault layer.
(a) Atom structure model of a stacking fault used for the first-principles calculation
based on the HAADF-STEM observation. Three yellow-colored Li atoms were used to
show the Li-ion migration pathway. (b) The calculated activation energy (Ea) for the Li-
ion migration energy through the stacking fault. HAADF, high-angle annular dark field;
STEM, scanning transmission electron microscopy.
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Detailed STEM analysis was carried out to unravel the structure
and chemistry of the stacking fault layer (Fig. 2). The high-angle
annular dark field (HAADF) image in Fig. 2a displays a typically
single stacking fault along the [100]p direction. The HAADF-STEM
image, known as the so-called Z contrast image, shows a contrast
that is roughly proportional to the square of the atomic number
[27,28]. The dark intensity contrast and the integrated profile
(Fig. 2b) indicate the depletion of La in the core of the stacking fault
layer due to La being the heaviest atom in LLTO. Besides, a much
brighter intensity contrast of the La-poor columns at the termina-
tion layer in the two adjacent domains (Fig. 2a) suggests the
segregation of La atoms besides the stacking fault layer. Atomic
resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) mappings
(Fig. 2c) show that O element homogeneously distributed across
the stacking fault. The weaker La signals are observed at the center
of the stacking fault layer, while two adjacent Ti layers arise at both
sides of the La layer. Fig. 2d and e show the EELS spectra of La-M and
Ti-L edges collected from the stacking fault layer and neighboring
intact lattice regions (labeled with different colors in Fig. 2d),
respectively. The change of La-M4,5 intensities between the stacking
fault (zone 2) and bulk regions (zone 1 and zone 3) shows the
deficiency of La in the stacking fault layer, consistent with the
HAADF result. The HAADF image in Fig. 2c shows that the Ti col-
umns in zone 2 have slightly less bright contrast as compared to
those in zones 1 or 3. The result is indicative of a smaller columnar
occupancy of Ti, i.e. the formation of a small amount of Ti vacancies
(Ti-missing), in zone 2. In comparison, it should be noted that the
smaller difference between the intensity of Ti-L spectra obtained
from zone 2 and those obtained from neighboring regions should
be caused by the beam broadening effect when collecting the sig-
nals. The formation of the Ti vacancies is expected to compensate
for the excess positive charge caused by the local La segregation.
3

To investigate the influence of the stacking fault layer on ionic
conductivity, the relationship between individual stacking fault and
Li-ion migration must be understood first. Based on the structural
and chemical analysis above, we constructed the atomic model of
the stacking fault for first-principles calculations (Fig. 3a). In such a
model, the lattice of the right domain was glided by 1/2[110]p to
that of the left side. We assumed a hopping mechanism for Li-ion
migration across the defect layer. The three yellow marked Li
atom in Fig. 3a indicated the starting point (a), middle point (b), and
ending point (c) positions, respectively. Our calculation for such a
Li-ion migration pathway produces activation energy of 1.92 eV
using the nudged elastic band method. Compared with the
migration energy of 0.19 eV for Li-ion diffuse through the La-poor
layer in bulk LLTO [22], this high Ea indicates that the defect
layers act as blocking layers to Li-ion migration. In other words, Li-
ion transport through the defect layers should be forbidden. As
these Li-ion-blocking defect layers form enclosed loops, the
enclosed volumes surrounded by defect layers are thus isolated
from the bulk LLTO and can hardly contribute to the overall Li-ion
transport. Therefore, the enclosed volumes surrounded by defect
layers should have a negative effect on the overall Li-ion conduc-
tivity, similar to pores in ceramics. If future strategies to minimize
the density of the defect layers can be developed, further
improvement of the overall Li-ion conductivity could be expected.



Fig. 4. Corners are formed by stacking faults with dislocation pinning. LAADF images of (a) I loop and (b) R loop. (c) LAADF image of a corner with a 90� DB and a pair of partial
dislocations. (d) The corresponding schematic image of (c). White short lines are used to indicate the (001)p planes of different domains, and yellow dashed lines show that 90� DBs
are mostly observed at corners. The scale bars are 2 nm and 1 nm for (a), (b), and (c), respectively. LAADF, low-angle annular dark field; DB, domain boundary.
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It's essential to understand the formation mechanism of the
stacking faults for improving the overall Li-ion conductivity in
LLTO. Fig. 4a and b show the atomic scale LAADF images of the I
loop and R loop along [100]p direction, respectively. It is obvious, in
addition to the stacking fault layers, the local unit cells around each
corner of both the loops show uniformly brighter intensity contrast
than the domain interior. The result suggests a stronger lattice
distortion (i.e. stronger lattice strain field) in the corner regions.
Fig. 4c and d shows the HAADF image and corresponding schematic
atomic structure of the corner formed by stacking faults. Interest-
ingly, a pair of 90�-oriented partial dislocations (indicated by red T)
is observed at each corner of the two defect layer loops. Migration
of stacking faults is usually accompanied by two partial disloca-
tions, which control the length of stacking faults through gliding
[29]. When two 90�-oriented partial dislocations meet and get
pinned at corners, the two stacking faults are fixed and reserved
during the phase transition. To compensate for the latticemismatch
originating from the partial dislocations, there should be other
corners formed at the termination of stacking faults. Thus, the
enclosed loops are created in this way.

Previous studies in the famous YBaCuO perovskites system
show that 90�-oriented domains were formed during the cubic to
4

tetragonal transformation [30]. It has been shown that LLTO com-
pounds have a cubic crystal symmetry at high sintering tempera-
tures above 1,200

�
C [15e17]. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate

that the domain structure in LLTO is formed as a result of degraded
phase transition from cubic phase to tetragonal or orthorhombic
phases. The atomic resolution visualization of the enclosed loop
structure provides novel insights into the domain growth and the
formation of stacking faults in LLTO (Fig. 5). At high temperatures,
LLTO exhibits a perovskite cubic phase in which cations (Li, La, and
vacancies) are randomly distributed among the A-site positions.
During the cooling process, degrading phase transition occurs,
which leads to cation ordering in alternate (001)p planes, resulting
in the La-rich layers and La-poor layers. Then the domain nuclei of
the degraded LLTO phase are formed randomly within the cubic
LLTO crystal interior. Along with the domain growth, interfaces
between domains are formed as follows (Fig. 5b): (i) 90� DBs are
formed when two domains encounter with different (001)p
orientation and no lattice mismatch to each other; (ii) APBs are
generated when two domains with [001]p lattice mismatch come
across; (iii) stacking fault layers are formed between the domains
with a lattice glide of 1/2<110>p. The domain growth is accompa-
nied by the creation and migration of dislocations. When a pair of



Fig. 5. The formation of domain boundaries and stacking faults enclosed loops. (a) Illustration of domain growth during phase transition. Two domains encountered with different
orientation and lattice glide result in (b) domain coarsening, (c) 90� domain boundary, (d) stacking fault, and (e) anti-phase boundary.
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90�-oriented partial dislocations meet, default layer loops are
hence formed.
3. Conclusion

In summary, based on STEM/EELS analysis, a unique type of
intrinsic stacking faults was frequently observed in crystalline LLTO.
The stacking faults were found to form enclosed loops associated
with segregation La atoms at both sides of the stacking fault layer.
First-principles calculations show that the stacking fault layers are
supposed to deteriorate the ionic conductivity of this material. In
addition, we proposed a kinetic microstructure evolution mecha-
nism, as a result of high-temperature phase transition, to illustrate
the domain growth and its relation to the formation of stacking
faults. These results unravel the fundamental understanding of
intrinsic defects in LLTO, providing guidelines to develop novel SSEs
with improved ionic conductivity.
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